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All political comment, unless otherwise stated, is
by Nevi/le Rubin, 47 Parliament St., Cape Town.

A YEAR AGO this magazine rejected an article which warned our
judges that, with the first General Laws Anlendment Act about
to become law, before them stretched the same pit of evil into which
the German judiciary had fallen under the Nazis. A liberal-minded
advocate, when asked whether or not we should publish it, called
the article "utter rubbish" and said that, however much the lower
courts may have declined in probity, the bench was still "the shining
light of the constitution". Chastened, the editors rejected the article.

How does one view his words, now that the Snyman Report has
been published-this story of the events at Paarl on 20 to 22
November 1962, and the causes of them, as investigated by a
Transvaal judge, the Hon. J. H. Snyman?

Judge Snyman accepted almost all evidence favourable to the
Government and rejected almost all that was critical of it. He blamed
the riot on Poqo, and Poqo on the ambitions of individual Africans
who wish to rule but have "little or no status under the tribal syste,m".
Grievances there were indeed; but they would fall away if the central
government would manage Mbekweni location and the S.A.P. police
it, instead of an inadequate local authority employing corrupt officials
and its own location police.

We must accept that Judge Snyman wrote all this in good faith.
Certainly his much publicised appeal that "the White man . . . be
taught to abandon his impersonal and sometimes impatient attitude
towards the Bantu section of the community" was perfectly genuine.
So too was his proclaiming of the "message of Paarl" (in capital
letters, lest it be missed) as the need for "the education of White
and Bantu alike ... (towards) a happy and understanding friendship
. . . and an acceptance by both of the inter-racial policy of the
country". This from a man who had looked into the grimly oppressive
conditions of life at Mbekweni, at the growth of Poqo terrorism
among the young men forced to live in those conditions, at the
hideous trauma of the riot itself! As the great Duke of Wellington
once re.plied to a stranger who addressed him., in all his magnificence,
as "Mr. Smith, I believe"-"Sir, if you can believe that you can
believe anything."

It is not only the findings in the Report that should be pondered
by those who treasure a legal system that, for all its locally applied
colour..standards, goes back to ancient Rome. It is the uncomfortable
circumstances of the Interim Report, the second General Laws
Amendment Bill it called forth, and the letter written by the Commis..
sioner to Mr. Vorster approving the Special Courts and 90..day
detention clauses of the new Bill. It seems that Mr. Vorster "kindly
forwarded the Bill to me for my comments". 'In his reply, signed

(Continued on page 150)



"Yours respectfully", Judge Snyman tells Advocate
Vorster that, though the 90-day detention clause is "in
conflict with the principles of our Common Law", it may
be justified by "circumstances as revealed in my Inquiry".'
These are presumably to do with the growth of the P.A.C.,
·~a cancer in our society . . . that can be eradicated,
provided that energetic action is taken against it". It may
also be justified writes Judge Snyman "in view of the
'cold war' here and abroad" . . .

There are those who think that the ending of what
remained of the rule of law was justified by the need to

Through
Shakespeare's Africa
Falstaff, Dumizulu
Dube, Agincourt

CAN THEMBA

ANTHONY SAMPSON, SOME-TIME EDITOR of Drum, was
perhaps the first person to remark that the turbulence of
urban African life was like the stage of Shakespeare's
Elizabethan world-the action, the passion, the lascivious
ness, the high drama, the violence and then: "Exeunt with
corpses". One supposes that violence as life's ordinary
stuff can be found in many other communities over the
world. I would not be surprised to learn that in parts of
Chicago of an evening saunter, even today, a couple could
be "coshed" and robbed; that in Rome or Venice a jealous
lover still doesn't hesitate to slip a knife between his
rival's ribs; or that in Shanghai a man could actually be
shanghaied. I do not doubt these contingencies.

But in most of these places violence comes as an event
ad hoc from outside the normalities of life. Too often they
are the material for novels or newspaper headlines. They
invade and impassion the minds of men. What makes
Africa's violence so unique is the uncanny sens'e that it
is essentially of Africa. In a way that is not necessarily
unsympathetic, it is true to say that violence is the core
and fibre of Africa's being, ,and this those true Africans,
the Negroes, Bantu and Afrikaner fully understand.

Pure, unmitigated violence, however, unrelieved by
contrasts of pity and tragic sens~, by depth and attenua
tion, by dementia or malevolence, becomes sheerest hor
ror, or a kind of bore. In' a word, brutality. It may make
for a fairly accomplished sort of hell, but it does not
express the arresting fhigh-drama of life, despite the
excesses of adventure writers and narrators of jungle-life
stories. It is just here that that drop of human compassion
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eradicate the P.A.C. and to guard us against the "cold
war". And there are those who do not. Our liberal
adviser must surely be among the latter; and now perhaps,
less dazzled by the "shining light", he may more clearly
see that pit of evil than he did before,.

Yet the majority of White South Africans are unaware
of what they have lost. It seems sure that their own deeds
will not restore their right to a fair trial, let alone win
it for their black fellow countrymen. This is an objective
of the South African revolution, of which the Paarl Riot
was an early, tragic warning. •

in the teeming, creeping, eruptive, swelling, brooding,
Inenacing, bursting, weeping, cajoling, zigzaggin~ chari
varia of life, that the spectacle becomes stirringly
interesting.

Of course, bv violence here is understood its whole
protean totality: of rape and robbery; of murder and
massacre; of ribald jokes and bawdy ditties; of gaudy
dress and extravagant swagger; of inspired oaths and
ferocious religiosity; of high-falutin' political declamations
and many-limbed terminological crocodiles.

This, Shakespeare would have understood without the
interpolations of the scholars, and in this wise the world
of Shakespeare reaches out a fraternal hand to the throb
bing heart of Africa.

THUS IT COMES WITH LITTLE surprise that the starting point
in the Shakespearean odyssey for many an African who
has staggered through literacy is Julius Caesar. There is
a translation in Tswana by Sol Plaatje which loses nothing
of that play's dynamism by giving it the kgotla atmosphere.
But recently a friend of mine who wanted to make it more
contemporary told me the tale thus':

Apparently, Chief Kaiser Msi had trampled down the
haughty heads of most of the lesser chiefs in the Transkei
and left them licking their bruised ambitions, 'while he was
climbing in the Bunga to th'e leadership. He was so widely
acclaimed by the rabble and the world at large that many
of these disgruntled chieft.ains murmured:

"Why, man, he doth bestride the narrow world
Like a Colossus, and we petty men
Walk under his huge legs and peep about
To find ourselves dishonourable graves."

But there were other Xhosas, mostly from the cities,
who resented the rapid rise of this upstart. They sought to
clip his pinions, but the snag was that, being city men, itl
would have been hard for them to convince the tribesmen
that it was in the holiest interest of the Transkei that Msi
should be assassinated. A bright idea hit them! What they
needed was a high-placed Xhosa, one everybody re
spected, one known to be ,honourable, to lead the con
spiracy. And who else, they thought, but that dashing,
young gallant chief, DiIizintaba Sakwe. It was tricky; this
Sakwe Was of the blood and the soul of honour; he would
never even consider political expediency; murder would
appal him; conspiracy he thought base, unless ... unless
... it touched upon the impeccable glory of the Transkei.
Yes, let's get him through his love of the Transkei and his
martyr-like belief in her eternal honour.

As the Americans, would say, they sold him the line of
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